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Abstract— In modern Technology, E-mail is becoming one 

of the fastest communication because it is very cheap and 

easy to send, one of the measure concern in email is security 

there is lots of fraud happening through spam emails. There 

are various techniques to detect image based spam emails 

such as image spam filtering tool which is able to detect 

image spams but they have some limitation. In this paper we 

proposed a method which can detect an image based spam. In 

this method we describe into two parts first we receive an 

image based spam mail from receiver side then extract 

characters from those images using OCR (optical character 

recognition) techniques, the characters are compared with the 

database of words suspected to be used by spammers and 

secondly the remaining parts of the images that can compare 

into the proposed database. The important of this paper is we 

can detect pure images. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Now a days Email is the one of the most convenient 

application which transferring any message over Internet. It 

has become frequently used system to communicate over 

internet. However the flooding of spam mail has led to 

enormous disruption to people’s life. Email spammers is 

latest obscure method involve in image spam in which the 

main payload of the spam email is execute as an embedded 

image [1]. Spammers are now able to launch large scale spam 

campaigns covering wide range of topics (e.g., 

pharmaceutical things, adult material, etc.) causing measure 

traffic increase and leading to enormous economic loss. Here 

there is a problem that spammers rapidly change the image 

spam technique. He uses different methods or modifies 

existing methods. So for preventing image spam by using 

OCR tool we propose a spam filtering technique [2]. 

II. SPAM EMAIL AND FILTERING 

The technically spam is known as message received from 

unknown person which are sent by sender to bulk of recipient. 

The main purpose of spamming is advertisement, phishing, 

malware spreading etc. 

A. Spam Filter: 

Spam filters are made for filtering mails between legitimate 

and spam which makes end-user’s mailbox clean and secure. 

Spam filters can be operated / installed on mail servers, ISP 

or user’s mail client. They consist of many modules which 

analyze different signs of input mails like recipient and 

sender’s address, content, attachments and header format. 

Output of all these modules consist label of spam or 

legitimate. Spam filters are automated to recognize spam. 

Ideal spam filter’s decision is based on message content, 

characteristics of content. 

The machine learning-based spam filters classified 

into two parts [7], first is Noncontent-based  spam filtering 

and second is Content based spam filtering. Content-based 

techniques checkout the body of an email searching for 

specific keyword, it is generally used by spammers or 

associated by certain spam. Another technique is use for 

pattern recognition to detect spam that can pursue certain 

behavior.  Email body itself can be image, text or both, 

content based filtering techniques usually deal with all these 

content types 

B. Spam Filtering Techniques: 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is very popular in spam 

classification considering the accuracy with these algorithms. 

SVMs are defined as an algebraic formula generating 

maximum margin hyper-plane to separate training instances, 

with polynomial kernels. Training instances need not be 

linearly separable.  The main goal is to build a hyper-plane 

for separation. The basic form of hyper-plane can be 

generated as a linear function of the attributes. SVMs are fast 

to learn and highly effective in learning-based spam filters. 

The disadvantage of this technique is its time and 

memory consuming when the size of data is erroneous 

because of which the execution could become slow for non-

linearly separable data. But it shows good results in static data 

classification and also for binary classification 

III. IMAGE SPAM 

The Image spam, it is an unsolicited advertised message 

which comes in bulk quantity with obtaining explicit 

permission that is known as spamming. Spam depends on the 

medium of communication it is applied like as a include email 

spam, instant messaging spam. Newsgroup spam, web search 

engines spam, mobile phone messaging spam and web log 

spam. Mainly there are two basic forms of email spam, Text-

based spam mails and Image-based spam mails. Text-based 

spam mails are contain text only message to transfer the 

sender’s information. Image based spam mails are spammer’s 

message is sent in the form of a graphic or images. All image 

spam mails have a common pattern it is estimated the 

maximum of the image spam emails are used to commercial, 

advertise products.  

There are different types of spam images like as a 

sliced images, text-only images, randomized images, gray 

images, color modified images, wild background images, 

multi-frame animated images and stock splits [11]. A 

spammer usually changes individual pixels in the image that 

is difficult to analyze from the original image. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

In this section we have discuss image spam techniques that is 

used different features to filter out spam images 

A. An Efficient Method For Filtering Image-Based Spam E-

Mail: 

Ngo Phuong Nhung.(2007).[3], it is characterize a fast 

method to detect image-based spam e- mail using simple 
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edge-based features. This method computes a vector of 

similarity scores between an image and a set the templates. 

This similarity vector are used to support vector machines to 

separate spam images from other common categories of the 

images. Using this techniques it does not require 

computationally expensive OCR or even text extraction from 

images. First extracts an edge-based feature, which 

summarizes the global information of the image. It then 

computes a vector recall of similarity scores between the 

image and a set of templates containing only text. 

B. Detecting Image Spam Using Visual Features: 

Mehta et al. (2008).[4], spam images are artificially generated 

and contain clearer and sharper objects. The researchers 

suggest that the low-level features helped the recipients to 

achieve the highest discerning capability. It was also stated 

that these characteristic make it difficult for a spammer to 

randomize the images making them admissible through the 

filter and get them misclassified into the inbox. The features 

are collected and consider the shape, color and texture of the 

image. A two class SVM classifier with the RBF (non-linear) 

kernel was used. 

C. Texture Analysis-Based Image Spam Filtering: 

Basheer Al-Duwairi. (2011),[5] it presented an image spam 

filtering based on image texture analysis called as Image 

Texture Analysis-Based Spam Filtering (ITA-ISF). It extracts 

that feature related to the gradient, histogram, run-length 

matrix, autoregressive model, co-occurrence matrix and 

wavelet transform of an image to apply a feature selection 

algorithm. 

D. Detecting Image Spam Based On Cross Entropy: 

WANG MuNi.(2011),[6] In this paper it present on the local 

invariant features of images and it propose a novel method 

near-duplicate image spam detecting based on CE (cross 

entropy). Using SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) 

techniques is used to extract the local invariant features of 

each spam image, then the GMM (Gaussian Mixture Models) 

of local invariant features are equipped. Using CE (cross 

entropy) method used as the distance measurement between 

Gaussian distributions, authors improve the K means to 

cluster the GMMs because dataset is very large. 

E. A Fast Image Spam Filter Based On  ORB: 

Yixin Hou.(2012),[7]  Author proposed a fast image spam 

filter based on ORB. it is a new kind of image spam filtering 

method  which is based on the characteristics of the spam 

being sent repeatedly and their contents being highly 

resemble to each other. They extract sub-block color 

histogram and ORB as image feature and run a scalable 

vocabulary tree to detect image spam. By detecting images 

which are near-duplicates of known spam images under an 

efficient indexing mechanism, scalable vocabulary tree, and 

our system can effectively filter image spams while 

maintaining a low false positive rate. 

F. Repetitive Preprocessing Technique For Embedded Text 

Detection From Images In Spam Emails: 

Asha S Manek.(2014),[8] an approach to anti-spam filtering 

which exploits the text information embedded into images 

sent as email attachments is proposed. This approach extracts 

embedded text from attached images. The effectiveness of 

this approach has been evaluated on three large data sets of 

publicly available Trec07, Dredze, ISH and personal corpus 

of emails contained attached images. The proposed model 

works efficiently for large data sets. 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Image spam is a technique that spammers use to avoid anti-

spam algorithms. In image based spam the textual message is 

embed with image so any anti-spam technique is not detect  

the this type of spam. Fingerprinting identifies a specific 

graphic through a set of characteristics such as an MD5 

checksum[10]. However, the counter-measure to this 

technique was quite simple because fingerprint can be easily 

changed by randomizing the noise in the image, each image 

fingerprint is unique and the simple fingerprint filter that is 

coded becomes severely compromised and ineffective against 

the spam. 

Existing technique is work on low level image 

feature. And only using OCR tool that cannot detect a pure 

image. 

VI. PROPOSED WORK 

In the proposed work, an image based spam E-mail analysis 

is presented in which images are specifically of two types: 

pure images and mixed images. The pure images are made up 

only image and mixed image consist both images and 

keywords. Using existing method we cannot find a spam in 

pure image because pure image is more complex to detect 

than text based image spam. 

In this Architecture, firstly take image based spam 

E-mail and apply OCR model that is used to convert image to 

text, now characteristics will compare to the database, if 

character will match into the database then it will show the 

this image is spam. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Architecture 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have discuss different techniques that is based on E-mail 

based spam they are using different method to track spam 

image.   In this paper we provide the concept of image spam 

in E-mail and proposed method for detecting image spam in 

E-mail based on content. Using this method we manage to 

reduce this filtering complexity.   
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